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BE KIND NOW.
If you have a kind word, say it,
Throbbing hearts soon sink to rest;
If you owe a kindness, pay it,
Life's sun hurries to the west.
Can you do a kind deed? DOJ it,
From despair a soul to save;
Bless each day as youi pass through it,
Marching onward to the grave.
If of something for tomorrow
You are dreaming, do it now;
From the future do not borrow;
Frost soon gathers on the brow.
Days for deeds are few, my brother,
Then today fulfill thy vow;
If you mean to> (help; another,
Do not dream it, do it now.
Selected by F.
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CONFERENCE NOTICE.

LOVE FEASTS
Kansas
Clay County
Belle Springs
Brown County

-.

Pennsylvania
Mastersonville, Rapho Dist. Lancaster Co.,
Millersburg
Cross Roads

Monday, May 26, 1924
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May 31 and June 1
June 7and 8
June 14 and 15
May 27-28
May 31 and June 1
May 29 and 30

The brethren of Juniata and Mifflin Co., Dist., will hold a love
feast, June 21 and 22, at the home of Bro. Chas. Gingrich, about
one mile north of Mexico. Those coming by train or auto will come
to Mexico. Those coming by train please notify Bro. Gingrich.
Address, Mexico, Pa., R. R. No. 3.
Altoona Mission, June 29, all day services. "We extend a
hearty invitation to all wlho can to meet with us.
Ohio
The love-feast of Richland-Ashland District will be held May
31 and June 1. A cordial invitation is extended to all, especially
to those motoring to Conference from the East.
The church is situated one mile from the Lincoln Highway, five
miles west of Ashland. For information inquire of M. L. Dohner,
Ashland, Ohio.
The Valley Chapel Congregation, a t Canton, Ohio, extends a
hearty invitation to all who can to attend the love feast to be
held June 7 and 8.
—Cor.
While on your way to Conference you will be glad for a refreshing stop-overj where God will have a chance to bless, you and
you will have an opportunity to be used as a blessing to others of
His children. We, therefore extend a hearty invitation to all who
can to meet with us in a love feast service to be held at Highland
Church in Miami District on May 31 and June 1, 1924.
Paradise Church, Wayne Co., Ohio, beginning at 1:30 P. M.
June 14 and IB.
Indiana
Indiana District

May 31, June 1

Michigan
Moretown Center
May 31, June 1
Annual district meeting to be held at this place on Monday June 2.
Carland
June 14, 15
Canada
Wainfleet and Nottawa
May 31 and June 1
Howich and Walpole
June 7, 8
Clarence Center
June 14, 15
The love feast coming on General Conference date will be held
over for one week.
Iowa
The love feast of Des Moines, la., will be held June 21 and 22.
A cordial invitation is extended to all, especially to those remaining a few weeks after conference.
MINISTERIAL PROGRAM
for
GENERAL CONFERENCE, 1924
1st. Topic—What are the evidences of the God called minister?
Speaker—Elder Henry Schneider.
Alternate—Elder L. Shoalts.
2nd. Topic—Broken Fellowship and how can it be restored?
Speaker—Bishop L. 0. Musser,
Alternate—Elder P. J. Weibe.
3rd. Topic—Popular versus, Holy Ghost Preaching and the Results
of each.
Speaker—Elder Ray Witters.
Alternate—Bishop H. K. Kreider.
Time:—Twenty minutes for each speaker.
Chairman—H. W. Landis
Assistant Chairman—W. H. Boyer
J- Committee.
Secretary—Abner Martin

To such who contemplate coming to Conference by
auto; should go west from Kansas City, on the Golden
Belt, to Detroit; a small town five miles east of Abilene,
at which point turn south 9 miles and west IV2 miles.
All mail intended to reach General Conference should
be addressed to Navare, Kansas, in care of General Conference.

GENERAL CONFERENCE ATTENDANTS.
Read
General Conference of 1924, will convene on June 5th,
at Belle Springs Church, South Dickinson district, Kans.
The party from Pennsylvania, will leave Harrisburg
on train No. 27, at 2:45 P. M-, Monday, June 2, on a
through coach to Chicago, on the Pennsylvania Line. The
Sante Fee System, will furnish a similar coach at Chicago,
leaving that point at 10:25 A. M., June 3rd, due to arrive
at Navarre at 8:50 A. M., June 4.
Clergymen should use their clerical certificate to
Chicago, then purchase a Summer Excursion ticket to
Denver, Colorado, and return. The cost of this ticket
is $41.00.
Others who travel in this party, should buy the
Summer Excursion ticket at their local Pennsylvania RR. Station; the rate from Harrisburg is $82.14, at other
stations in proportion to the same.
The fare from Strong City, Kansas, to Navarre, (the
Conference station,) is not included in the above, which
is $1.77 one way. Be sure and make the destination of
your ticket Denver, Colorado.
If you do not desire to go there, it will not be necessary for validation, but this will give you the privilege
to go to Pueblo, Colorado Springs, and Denver, on the
Sante Fe System, then return over the Union Pacific,
by way of Abilene, Kansas, to Kansas City, or by way
of Omaha, then Chicago and North Western to Chicago.
If however you are not certain of going to Denver, then
make your ticket read by way of Abilene; any desiring to
go to Des Moines, la., can take the Rock Island from
Kansas City, by way of Des Moines to Chicago.
Those who will wish to return immediately following
Conference, should take the Wabash System at Kansas
City, to St- Louis, then Pennsylvania Line to Harrisburg.
These tickets will be good for return until October
31, and stop-over allowed on these round trip tickets at
all points within return limit.
GENERAL CONFERENCE SECRETARY.
HOME MISSION BOARD NOTICE
•"Ministers desiring to be recommended by the Home
Mission Board, to General Conference as evangelists,
please apply for application blanks to J. E. Brechbill,
Secretary, Detroit, Kansas."
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WHAT IS SANCTIFICATION?
Sanctification is a divine work of grace, wrought by
the Holy Ghost in the heart of the true believer who has
been converted and saved from his sins and has been
rescued from the darkness and wickedness of this' world.
Therefore, sanctification is not for sinners or unconverted
persons. In the high-priestly prayer of Jesus He said,
while praying in behalf of His followers, that they might
b e sanctified. "I pray not for the world but for them
which thou hast given me, for they are thine, I am glorified in them." If these men were yet in their unsaved
and sinful state how could Jesus have been glorified in
them? It is evident we will need to reach that state and
relation with Jesus spiritually that He can be glorified
in us before we can be fit subjects for sanctification. It
is clear to be seen that this experience for which Jesus prayed for His followers1 is an experience subsequent
to conversion; for it was not the unpardoned sins committed that prompted the prayer of Jesus for His dear
ones. He did not pray •"Father forgive them," but it was
for their sanctification. Therefore sanctification is for
saved people who have had their committed sins forgiven
and were saved from their actual transgressions. For
Jesus told his Father, while in His solemn prayer, those
that His Father had given Him He had kept in His Father's name, and that none of them were lost, except the son
of perdition. It is evident that this experience is not for
those who are lost as was Judas Iscariot. But it is for
those who are saved from) this world and kept by Jesus.
It is evident that a person of this world is not a fit subject for this Holy experience; but it is for those who are
not of this world, having been taken out of the world
spiritually by a new birth, as Jesus continued in His
prayer and said, "They are not of the world even as I am
not of the world." And when Jesus had reached the
point in His prayer and could state that they were just
as much separated from the world as was He, immediately He asked His Father to sanctify them, as He
said, "Through thy truth; thy word is truth." It is
then certain that those dear followers of Christ had Obeyed the required Word of God in Jesus' presence unto the
doctrine of sanctification. They had come to that part
of the fulfillment of God's word, for Jesus prayed in behalf of that part of God's truth in sanctifying those who
were worthy and had met the conditions.
Sanctification is an experience for those who have
not only been grafted into the vine (or made alive) but
who have born the fruit of the new birth. As Jesus said:
"Every branch in me that beareth not fruit, he taketh
away; and every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it
that it may bring forth more fruit. We can see again
that sanctification is an experience of grace accomplished
in the heart subsequent to conversion, for there must be a
branch grafted into thq vine and a spiritual life created,
before there can be fruit borne. And there can be no life
except there be a new or spiritual birth or conversion.
And such who have been made alive in Christ and who are
bearing fruit of this life, Jesus said should be purged,
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cleansed or purified. This does not have reference to our
outward transgressions, but that of our natures; for if
the nature of a tree is diseased and it hinders in full
fruit bearing, to cut off limbs and unnecessary growth
would not change the inward condition of that diseased
nature, but a purging of the nature would remove the
disease. Therefore the nature of that tree or branch
could be pure, free and unhindered to bear fruit in full
or abundantly.
It is the birth of the Spirit that brings purity. The
birth of the Spirit justifies us freely; but the baptism
with the Spirit sanctifies wholly. The birth of the Spirit
gives peace with God; the sanctifying grace gives the
peace of God. To be justified we have to be forgiven of
our sins committed and sins of omittance; to be sanctified
will require a death to self and the nature of sin. In justification we receive Christ in His forgiveness and pardoning grace; to be Holy sanctified we receive the Holy
Ghost with fire, to keep our hearts pure and holy, and to
anoint and empower us for service, and to keep our hearts
as a fit temple for a constant indwelling of the abiding
Comforter, also for a conditional readiness for the coming of the Master. In justification, we are made alive in
Christ Jesus; in sanctification we are crucified with
Christ and are dead to this world and to all carnality. To
be justified a sinner moist confess, repent and forsake
his sins. There indeed must be a repenting and confessing of sins, for there is no altar upon which we can lay or
consecrate our sins. They must be cast away as far as
the east is from the west. They must be done away with,
they must be covered by the precious blood of Jesus.
Therefore we cannot consecrate our possessions, our dear
ones, our members, our lives and our all if we withhold
the confession and forsaking of any known sin In our
lives. To consecrate is to yield up our all and lay it upon
the altar to be made holy and fitted for the Master's use.
We truly have not consecrated anything whatever to God
that we continue to love dearer than Him or His service.
One who truly consecrates to God will experience a real
yielding unto a crucifixional death to the carnal mind
and seat of affection. Then we can consecrate all that is
left, that God can make holy and set apart for his own
use.
To be baptized with the Holy Ghost and with fire
(Matt. 3:11) is not a separate experience or work of
grace apart from sanctification, but they are contemporaneous ; for the Holy Ghost brings the fire. The Apostle
Paul said to the Romans 15:16 that we are sanctified by
the Holy Ghost. It is obvious after we die, actually, to
all self and to our own wills and we believe by faith, the
Holy Ghost does enter our hearts to guide and control
our lives. This is our baptism with fire, also the inward
witness of our sanctification. What else could we expect
to be the witness of our sanctification and the baptism
with fire, if it is the Holy Ghost that sanctifies and is, or
brings, the fire ? For it is not our consecration that purifies or sanctifies us, for that is the part that we do. It is
not what we do that sanctifies and makes us holy or fills
us with perfect love and with fire, but it is done as the
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Holy Ghost enters our hearts and lives. This evidently is
why Jesus promised in John 14:16 that He would pray
and ask His Father to send the Holy Ghost, which was
fulfilled and effected in the upper room on the day of
Pentecost (Acts 2:2-4,) that the entire will of God might
be fulfilled in the lives of His children and that we might
live holy and obedient to His precious Word, and be enabled toi stand and withstand in this evil world.
One of the clear, and definite scriptures on this subject was written by the eminent apostle Paul to the Thessalonian church (I Thes. 5:23), revealing the anxiety and
concern of his heart for those dear brethren that they
might become sanctified wholly and have that keeping
power, and the preservation of their whole spirit, soul
and body blameless unto the coming of the Lord. If such
a state of purity and holiness will be required of us that
the righteous Judge can see no fault and will look upon us
as blameless, is it any wonder that Jesus prayed that
High priestly prayer to His Heavenly Father that His
dear followers might be sanctified and be made Holy and
ready to meet Him at His return in His extreme state of
eternal glory and fulfill His design in us in behalf of His
kingdom and the salvation of precious souls here on
earth ? Oh, then at his coming will it not be grand to depart this life and go with Him to be numbered with the
Holy and sanctified throng around the throne of God to
praise Him as the unending ages of eternity are rolling
on?
W. H. BOYER.

THE REST OF THE SANCTIFIED SOUL.
Will entire sanctification enable me to pray, believe,
and rejoice every moment, even in the severest trials?
It will, doubtless, so far as it is naturally, or perhaps
I should say physically, possible. While the soul may have
seasons of heaviness, sore conflicts, and protracted trials,
which are often very necessary, it may still possess a
heaven of peace, and love, and light in its ocean depths.
This enables the sanctified soul to pray, and believe, and
rejoice every moment, or to "rejoice evermore, pray without ceasing, and in every thing give thanks."
"I worship thee, sweet will of God,
And all thy ways adore,
And every day I live, I seem
To love Thee more and more."
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to agony, while the heart cleaves to God by perfect love,
and the will is wholly resigned to Him. Was it not so with
the Son of God Himself ?"—Plain Account, P- 73.
Mrs. Hester Ann Rogers says: "Satan suggested I
ought not to have felt any grief; but the Lord teaches me
I may feel grief very sensibly and keenly, consistent with
pure love and entire resignation."
We must let the idea of holiness stand alone in our
minds—separate entirely from all accidents of joy or sorrow, or indeed any other state of the emotions. If the soul
is now consciously disentangled from every sinful affinity, and in a state of present positive concurrence with
the will of God, that is holiness.
The purest of men are sometimes in heaviness of
spirit; they often wade through deep waters of affliction;
sometimes they pass through fiery trials from sickness,
or poverty, or from the bereavement of friends, and they
may be grieved, depressed, and afflicted; but they are
not without grace, and comfort in the Holy Ghost. The
quiet of their spirit is untouched, and they are never destitute of peace.
What is the rest which the sanctified soul enjoys?
The Savior says, "My peace I give unto you." "The
work of righteousness (holiness) shall be peace, and the
effect of righteousness, quietness and assurance forever."
1. It is not a state in which we do not sympathize
with the joys and sorrows of others.
2. It is not a state of exemption from physical or
mental suffering.
3. It is not a state of exemption from the Christian
warfare, or a state of inglorious ease from labor and
Christian duty.
4. It is a state of settled and complete satisfaction
in God, He being "all in all' to the soul.
5. It is a state of rest from the former servitude to
doubts, fears, and inbred sin.
6. It is a state of rest, in which the tumult of the
heart has been hushed into calmness; and fear, and discord, and doubt have given place to quietness and assurance.
7. It is a state of deep and permanent quietude and
assurance in respect to all our interests, temporal and
eternal.
8. It is a state of sweet rest from all conflict between the will and the conscience. "The body of sin has
been destroyed," and the soul has peace with itself—inward quietude. "It will feast your souls with such peace
and joy in God (says Wesley) as will blot out the remembrance of everything that we called peace or joy before."

Are deep grief and sorrow of soul incompatible with
perfect love?
They are not; and although grace in the depths of a
sanctified heart secures abiding peace, light, and love,
"Now rest, my long-divided heart,
yet it does not exempt from occasions of grief and sore
Fixed on this blissful center, rest;
trial. It affords grace to endure all things, even joyfully,
Nor
ever from thy Lord depart—
through the presence of God. The sanctified soul is never
With
Him of every good possessed.
without comfort. It has in the fullest sense the "Com—J- A. Wood in Perfect Love.
forter."
Mr. Wesley says: "Nay, the mind itself may be deepIf some would give up more, and lay up less, how soon
ly distressed, may be exceeding sorrowful, may be perplexed, and pressed down by heaviness and anguish, even they would be rich!—Selected.
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GATHERED GEMS
Death As My Servant
Revelation 20:1-6.
Even now I would rise from the dead. Even now I
would know "the power of His resurrection." Even now I
would taste the rapture of the deathless life. And this is
my glorious prerogative in grace. Yes, even now I can be
"risen with Christ" and "death shall no more have dominion over me!"
And yet I must die! Yes, but the old enemy shall now
be my friend. He will not be my master, but my servant.
He shall just be the porter, to open the door Into my
Father's house, into the home of unspeakable blessedness
and glory. Death shall not hurt me!
I have seen a little child fall asleep while out in, the
streetsl of the city, and the kind nurse has taken charge
of the sleeper, and when the little one awaked she was at
home, and she opened her eyes upon her mother's face. •
So shall it be with all who are alive in Christ, and
who have risen from the spiritual grace. They shall just
fall into a brief sweet sleep, and gentle death shall usher
them into the glory of the endless day.—From "Daily
Meditations."
"God, my maker, who giveth songs in the night"
(Job 35:10.)
How many there are who have gone through the
fires of affliction and trouble, and come out of them unscorched, saying, "Jesus has been faithful to His promise.
I have suffered, but no more than was for my good. He
has comforted and sustained me, and I am as happy now
as a sweet little child in the arms of its mother." Oh, bear
witness! These are precious things that you are, concealing. Wear those jewels. Let men see what it is to be'comf orted in the midst of trials and troubles. I know 'how I
feel myself. I am constantly called to funerals. Some
mourn for whom I am sorry. Their rain is turned to
ice. Grief is beautiful as, in winter, ice-clad trees are
beautiful when the sun shines upon them; but it is
dangerous. Ice breaks many a branch; and so I see a
great many persons bowed down and crushed by their
afflictions. But now and then I meet one who sings in
affliction, and then I thank God for my ownj sake, as well
as for His. There is no such sweet singing as a song in
the night. You recollect the story of the woman who,
when her only child died, in rapture looked up, as with
the face of an angel, and said, "I give you joy, my darling." That single sentence has gone with me years and
years down through my life, quickening and comforting
me.—A City Pastor.
"We are troubled on every side, yet not distressed;
we are perplexed, but not in despair." (II Cor. 4:8.)
Why is it that the mountain hemlocks can attain
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such stateliness in spite of fierce winter gales and crushing snows ? If you look at one of them closely you will see
that it has foliage almost) as delicate as a^ fern, its dark,
green needles being as dainty as fairy feathers. Yet if
you try to break a twig or a bough you will learn that
therein lies the strength and the tenacious power of the
hemlock. It will bend and yield—but it will not break.
Winds may whip and toss it this way and that, but they
cannot break it—nor can elements, however fierce, pull
its roots out of the ground. Secure and undaunted it
stands. For months it may have its graceful form held
down by a mighty weight of snow, but when the warm
breath of summer winds, and the melting influence of
summer sun, relieves its burden, it straightens up, as
proud, and as noble as it was before.
Beautiful, wonderful hemlock of the mountains—
what a lesson you bring to us! Though we may be stormtossed and bent by the winds of adversity, we need not
be crushed and broken, if our souls are anchored to the
Rock of Ages.—Sel.
Thunder, lightning, fire and rain,
Poverty, sorrow, loss, and gain,
Death and heaven and earth and hell,
For us, will work together well.
Every disappointment will cause us to lean harder
on the unwavering arm; every shock will make us sink
deeper into the unshakeable Rock; every conflict with
temptation will make us hate sin more deeply; every unkind blow from our fellow men will render us more lowly
and intent on doing the world good; every dollar we lose
will spur us to lay up treasures in heaven; every criticism
of our spirit or conduct will drive us to scrutinize our inner being before God, to see if we are indeed washed in
the blood of the Lamb. Abuse only humbles us, and flattery and praise sink us to still deeper self abasement; the
death of loved ones only trims our lamps' for the coming
Bridegroom, and every tear-drop adds another lens to
the telescope of heavenly vision. If we are holy, all things
are ours.
God chasteneth us by many instruments, but with
one all-loving Hand.—Selected.
NOTICE
Re Leather Bound Song Books
We have had calls for the "Spiritual Hymns" song
book in leather binding. It is possible for us to have the
books bound in leather, but we will have to place an order
for 100 or more copies before the quantity prices can be
secured. We therefore request that all who wish leather
bound song books write us at once; the price will be $1-75.
Money need not be sent at this time, as we are only
making an effort to find out how many books can be
sold. A prompt response is desired.
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
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CONSCIENCE.

Joseph Cook, that mighty champion of Orthodoxy in
one of his famous Boston Monday Lectures, treats the
vital subject of Conscience and says: "Beware how you
put your finger on the quivering needle of conscience, and
forbid it to go, North, South, East, West; beware of
failing to balance it on a hair's point; for whoever tutors
that primordial necessary, universal, infallible perfection,
tutors a personal God."
Rev. William Jay, one of England's brilliant preachers of long ago, said: "Conscience is a bosom friend or a
bosom fury; it is God's vicegerent on earth; his tribunal
within; the quarter sessions before the grand assize."
The Old Testament has no such word as Conscience
in it, but it abounds in tragic instances and illustrations
of Conscience at work. Think of Joseph's brothers and
their guilty conscience smiting them. Genesis 42:21.
Think of Adam's guilty conscience as he hides himself
from God. "Adam, where art thou?" and he said: "I
heard thy voice. . . . I was afraid. . . . I hid myself."
Genesis 3:9, 10.
In these words we have in brief the history of human
sin throughout the ages. What is there in all poetry that
sets forth sin and a guilty conscience more tragically
than Psalm 51. The book of Job and the wisdom books of
the Old Testament have their centres in matters of conscience. "It is the problem of Conscience that imparts
its chief interest in the book) of Job; and one reason why
the Psalms in all ages have been so highly prized is because they are the cries of a wounded conscience and
the confessions of a convicted and contrite heart," writes
Alexander.
The word Conscience occurs thirty-one times in the
New Testament, but not once in the gospels. It occurs
twice in Acts, five times in Hebrews, three times in the
Epistles of Peter and over twenty times in Paul's doctrine
of Conscience as set forth in Romans 2:14, 15, which
states that the Gentiles being a "law unto themselves,"
inasmuch as they possess a "law written in their hearts,"
"their conscience being a witness therewith, accusing
or excusing them."
Dr. Halfyard well states the province of Conscience
in the following words:
"With every moral act is associated a feeling of
self-condemnation, according as the act is conceived of as
right or wrong. There is no deed that the moral law does
not judge, and its judgment is according to pratse or
blame. The sanction of conscience never fails, and it is
always clear and definite. For duty done it bestows its
approval in the form of an inward peace, while for duty
neglected it punishes with a sense of guilt. If anyone follows the voice within, a new consciousness of approbation arises, but if he disobeys the dictates of the moral
law he is conscious of self-accusation. And the feeling of
unworthiness which follows evil deeds often issues into
sorrow and the sting of remorse. The emotions which
many a one has felt when he has sullied his soul with impure desires might well be expressed in the words in
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which Robert Burns expressed his self-abasement, when
under temptation, he chose the way of vice: 'Regret! Remorse! Shame! Ye three hell-hounds that ever dog my
steps and bay at my heels.' The consciousness of it is a
perennial source of torment. Like a demon it pursues the
evil-doer in his waking1 hours until in the anguish of his
heart he cries out, 'Who shall deliver me from the body of
this death?'
Among the New Testament writers no one speaks
more persistently or practically on, Conscience than Paul
the Apostle to whom a good conscience was a moral passion. We read of him and what he says on the subject
thus:
"And Paul, looking stedfastly on the council, said,
Brethren, I have lived before God in all good conscience
until this day." Acts 23:1.
What kind of a conscience should we have 7
"Herein do I also exercise myself to have a conscience
void of offense toward God and men alway." Acts 24:16.
What is said of the guilty conscience ?
"To the pure all things are pure; but to them that
are defiled and unbelieving nothing is pure; but both their
mind and their conscience are defiled." Titus 1:15.
If we have a good conscience how will we live?
"Pray for us: for we are persuaded that we have a
good conscience, desiring to live honorably in all things."
Heb. 13:18.
How does God regard those who suffer for his sake ?
"For this is acceptable, if for conscience toward God
a man endureth griefs, suffering wrongfully." I Pet. 2:19.
Is the conscience a law unto the heathen ?
"For which Gentiles that have not the law do by nature the things of the law, these, having not the law, are
the law unto themselves; inl that they show the work of
the law written in their hearts, their conscience bearing
witness therewith, and their thoughts one with another
accusing or/ else excusing them." Rom. 2:14, 15.
How does conscience become dead ?
"Through the hypocrisy of men that speak lies,
branded in their own conscience as with a hot Iron."
I Tim. 4:2.
We come now to a vital question. Can a guilty conscience be cleansed and a defiled, perverted conscience be
restored? Let us look into the Word of God for our
answer and we find the following:
Conscience can be purged. Heb. 9:14.
Conscience can be sprinkled. Heb. 10:22.
Conscience can be purified by faith. I Tim. 1:19.
Conscience can be purified by the blood. Heb.
9:13, 14.
We might appropriately close our article with Charles Wesley's wonderful hymn on Conscience, which really
is a prayer for a tender conscience:
"I want a principle within
Of jealous, godly fear,
A sensibility of sin,
A pain to feel it near,
(Concluded on page 15.)
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR SOULS?
Address to Christians
Beloved Brethren and Sisters in Christ:—The day of
the apostasy is hastening on with rapid strides, and also
the; day in which the Lord shall come to snatch his own
away. (Read II Tim. 3:1-6; I Thes. 4:16-17.) The present moment—I am deeply and thoroughly persuaded—is
of so solemn a character that I feel constrained to address to you this word of exhortation.
Godly men everywhere who watch the signs of the
times see the moment approaching which shall terminate the present actings of grace.
The time has evidently arrived when one must speak
plainly and decisively and1 ask you, "What are you doing
for Souls?" Scripture sets forth a truth which is of
cardinal importance to every saint throughout the world,
namely, you have a mission to fulfill—a certain work to
perform. You who have by grace been gathered out of
the seething mass of idolatry and wickedness which now
threatens Christendom and the world with an overthrow more awful than that of Sodom and Gomorrah.
You are a representative of Christ—it matters not what
your position, or sphere of action—you are ever to be a
channel of communication between Christ and the world.
Have you ever considered this? If you have you cannot refuse Him the fruit of the travail of his soul, He
who once hung between two thieves on Calvary's Cross, a
spectacle to men and angels and for you.
Believe me, there has never been in the world's history such a time as the present, and satan is occupied
with none as he is with you. He knows that the tendency
of the human heart is downward—ever towards the earth
and the things of the earth. His object is to withdraw
your attention from Christ while you suppose you are on
safe ground and have nothing to fear. Again, he has his
eye especially upon you for the purpose of interposing
the world in some form—either in dress, in manners, in
talk, lack of spirituality or otherwise—between your soul
and Christ. He would destroy you with the very truth
itself. Dear Christian reader, I warn you: mark the subtlety of satan, realize your danger and peril, and don't let
him cast this blinding dust in your eyes whereby mischief overtake you; for remember you cannot plead
ignorance in that day. Keep this in mind—that you are
on safe ground; but only while Christ is your all in all.
Therefore, let us earnestly seek a closer walk with God—
deeper intimacy with the mind of Christ—that the standard of truth and our position be maintained in all their
integrity.
May we now ask ourselves, honestly as before the
Searcher of hearts. "What are you doing for Souls?"
How much anxiety have I manifested for the conversion
of souls ? How fan am I discharging my responsibilities ?
Have I been a help or a hindrance—a contributor or a
waster? Which? Beloved, ponder these questions deep
down in your Ireart.
There is a passage bearing upon this theme in Psalm
One hundred forty-two, verse four—"No man cared for
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my Soul." God forbid that either the reader or the writer be guilty of such neglect. The statement that many
Christians are chargeable with such neglect and guilt
would be called an absurdity by many; but alas, alas, the
truth as to this, among many of the people of God is most
appalling.
Shame a crying shame (as some one has said) that
it should ever be true of saints going to heaven that they
are unconcerned about sinners going to hell. God has
said, "He that withholdeth corn, the people shall curse
him" (Prov. 11:26.) Oh the heartlessness of it! Souls
perishing under one's very eyes and no hand stretched
out to help, no voice raised to proclaim God's message of
love to the lost. Brothers! Sisters! be honest with God.
Face the question in His presence, "What are you doing
for Souls?" Will friends, neighbors, relatives rise up in
that day and cry out in their anguish and woe, "I have
lived beside him for years." "He knew I was going to
hell." "He never warned me." "I'm damned and he
never told me how I might have been saved." Shall such
be the testimony against you in that day?
Dear reader, let me remind you that this glorious
day of grace; will very soon close. We are now living in
the days of "perilous times" (see II Tim. 3:1). Therefore
it behooves us to think seriously of our true state and
service. We have taken the place and privilege of those
whose eyes have been opened and whose ears have been
unstopped—a most glorious position; but on the other
hand if we play fast and loose (and I fear there are many
who do—God only knows how many) it is a most dreadful
position.
God grant that neither the reader nor the writer of
these lines be of the fast and loose kind; or a mere professor (one who has the truth in his head and on his lips;
not in his heart; who1 has the lamp of profession and not
the Spirit of Life) but may we have purged consciences
and truly exercised hearts and be fully out and out for
Christ; ever seeking souls which are most precious in
His eyes He that winneth souls is wise (Prov. 11:30.)
I know all have not the same gift. All cannot speak
in public. All cannot preach to multitudes. But surely it
is not gift; that is lacking so much as grace. It takes no
special gift to distribute gospel tracts, or speak a loving
word in season to needy souls. If you have "gift" enough
to spend hours talking about the weather, or various
questions of domestic, business, social, or political life,
you have all the gift that is needed to drop a tender warning message in the ear of a careless one, or to point an
anxious person to Christ.
We being witnesses for Christ—the channels of communication between the heart of God and the souls of
men. "I beseech you, therefore, brethren, by the mercies
of God, that you present your bodies a living sacrifice,
holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable
service."—Rom. 12:1.
The child of God should ever remember that he has
been purchased with a price—the blood of Christ. That
he belongs to Christ. "That ye are not your own." That
(Concluded on page 13.)
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Altoona Mission, in charge of Herman G. and Laura
Miller, 613 4th Ave., Altoona, P a .
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Syivatus, Va.
Boston Mission, in charge of V. S. Bileeikian, 613
Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld.
and Sr. Earl Bossart.
Centre County Mission, in charge of Levi P . and
Lizzie M. Sheets, Howard, Pa.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish.
W. H . and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194 14th St., in charge
of E l d H. W. Landis and wife.
Lancaster Mission, in charge of J . H . and Barbara
Martin and workers, 47 Caroline Street.
Philadelphia Mission, in charge of Bish. Wilbur Snider
and wife, 3423 North 2nd Street.
San Francisco Mission, 3739 20th St., in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Wetland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in
charge of L. B. Schell and wife.
ORPHANAGES
Messiah Orphanage,
Grantham, Pa., in charge of
Lloyd Yoder, steward and Cora Miller, matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., temporarily in
charge of H. E. Horst and wife.
Mt. Carmel Home,
Morrison, 111., in charge of
Sr. Katie Bollinger and Harvey W. Hoke and wife.
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OLD P E O P L E S ' HOME
Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and Lottie
Engle, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
NAMES

AND

ADDRESSES—FOREIGN
AFRICA

MISSIONARIES

Bish. and Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Elder and Mrs. L.
B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. John A. Climenhaga,
Mrs. Naomi Lady, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo,
South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Elder Henry H.
Brubaker, Mrs. Sallie Doner, Miss Mary Heisey,
Miss Sadie Book, Miss Annie Winger, Mtshabezi
Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. J . L. Myers, Elder and Mrs. Roy
H. Mann, Miss Lila Coon, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Beulah Musser,
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
INDIA

Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Smith, Miss Effie Rohrer, Miss
Ella Gayman, Saharsa, B. & N . Wn. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Miss Anna Steckley,
Supaal, B. & N . Wn. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Heise, Simrah Koti. Supaul, B.
N. W. Ry., India.
Brethren in Christ Mission Rest Home, Gloven,
Darjeeling, D. & H. Ry., India.
HOME ON FURLOUGH

Elder and Sr. H. J . Frey, Abilene, Kans.
Eld. A. C. Winger, Upland, Cal.
Cora Alvis, Geary, Okla., Box 15.
Miss Hannah Baker, Stayner, Ontario.
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Grantham, Pa.
Ruth E. Byer, 704 E. 9th St., Upland, Cal.
TREASURERS O F T H E D I F F E R E N T BOARDS
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014 Spring
Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, P a .
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Publication
Board—Jesse
Culp, Goshen, Indiana,
R. R. 6.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kans.

family, gives added details of her life, and is therefore gladly
published in addition to the one received from the Mission Field
and printed in last issue.)

HALLMAN—Hannah Hallman was born in Blenheim township, Ont., September 14, 1834, and died on May 7, 1924, at the
home of her step-daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Waterman, where
she had her home, aged 89 years, 7 months and 22 days. She was
united in marriage to Nathan B. Cassel in 1875, who preceded her
in death ten years ago. To this union was born, one son Joseph,
who preceded her in death twenty-eight years ago.
In her marriage to Bro. Cassel she assumed a mother's charge
of a family of eight children, all of whom survive but one.
Of a large family of brothers and sisters, there is an only brother
MANN—Grace Amelia Miller-Mann, daughter of Mr. and Amos Hallman, who survives her.
She was converted in early life and united with the Brethren
Mrs. Otto Miller, was born in Fulton, Illinois, January 15, 1900.
One year later her parents moved to a farm near Morrison, Illinois, In Christ Church in the Waterloo district, and lived an exemplary
where her public school career began and continued until she life to her end, when she calmly fell asleep in Jesus.
Funeral services were conducted by Bish. John Reighard, asgraduated June 5, 1915. While Prof. Asa Climenhaga was holding
services in the little school house near her home she decided to ac- sisted by Eld. Simon Caber and Eld. E., Moyer (Mennonite) in the
Mennonite Church at New Dundee. Interment in Blenheim cemecept Christ as her Saviour and was baptized in July, 1915.
Realizing that her life was not to be spent in America, she tery.
entered the missionary Bible School of Grantham, Pa., in SeptemGEIGER—Menno Geiger was born in Wilmot township, Ont.,
ber, 1918, to prepare for her future work in the dark land of
Africa. During a special service there, calling for workers, both on November 19, 1862 and died May 5, 1924, in his sixty-second
she and her intended companion received the call to go as mis- year. He leaves to mourn their loss his beloved wife, one son,
sionaries. In order to obtain passports and the fixing of sailing two brothers, and four sisters. He was a son of the late Daniel
dates and clergy transportation, which could not be obtained until Geiger of near New Hamburg, Ont., and a brother of the late
ordained as a missionary, she was united in marriage to Roy H. Aaron Geiger of near Stevensville, Ont., who also passed away
Mann, January 1, 1922, a t the Independent school house in Union quite recently. In faith he was a member of the Baptist church.
Grove township, 111., then completing her school work, gradu- Interment in the Geiger cemetery.
ated on June 8, 1922.
She set sail August 12, 1922, arriving in Africa, September
KEELEY—Sr. Mina Keeley, wife of Wm. P. Keeley, born near
12, continuing her work for the Master one year and six months, Zeiglersville, Pa., August 13, 1872, departed this life at her home
when a t the age of 24 years and 2 months, she was taken home to in Philadelphia, April 14, 1924. Age 51 years, 8 months, 1 day. She
her Saviour, March 15, 1924, at Macha Mission, Choma, North was converted a t the age of twenty-four and united with the
Rhodesia, South/ Africa, where services were held and burial took Church of which she has been a faithful member until death. It
place on Sunday, March 16, 1924.
can be truly said of; her that she is gone, but not rorgotten. She
She leaves to mourn her departure, her bereaved husband, her bore her affliction with patience, and always had her Bible near,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Miller of Union Grove, 111., two sisters, and she loved to give out Scripture verses to those that came to see
Mrs. Herman Imel of Fenton, 111., Mrs. Fred Vander Schaaf of her. We give a few: Deut. 33:27; Psa. 121:41, 16, 11, 31, 19; Rom.
Garden Plain, 111., one brother, Paul Miller of Union Grove, 1:16; John 3:10. She leaves a husband and two foster sons, with
111., one grandmother, Mrs. Susan Shore, of Chadwick, 111., and many friends to realize the loss to the home, the church and commany other relatives and friends.
munity. Funeral conducted by Bishop Wilbur Snider and Eld. F .
(The foregoing obituary of sister Mann, received from her K. Bowers. Interment at Silverdale cemetery.
On Thursday evening, May 8, 1924, Bro. R. E. Switzer of
Leedy, Okla., and Sr. Rosa Kieffer of Thomas, Okla., were united
in marriage by Eld. P. B. Friesen, a t the Jabbok orphanage. Both
the bride and groom are workers in the Jabbok orphanage.

Obituaries
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PROGRAMS AND REPORTS
PROGRAM
Of Annual Sunday School Meeting
THURSDAY, JUNE 1 5, 1924
at Belle Springs Church, Navarre, Kansas
1. The Aim of the Sunday School
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Charles Winger,
Delisle, Saskatchewan
The Sunday School as a Living Organism
E. J. Rohrer,
West Milton, Ohio
The Pupil—the Future Hope of the Church....Jacob T. Ginder,
Manheim, Pa.
Sunday School Work in America Viewed from the Point
of a Missionary
Harvey J. Frey, Bulawayo, Africa
The Need for Bible Study of Present-day Conditions....
George E. Whisler, Abilene, Kans.
The Use of the Blackboard in the Sunday School
Homer G. Engle, Navarre, Kans.
Suggestions for Conducting the Quarterly Review
B. S. Brubaker, Grantham, Pa.
A Teacher Training Class in Every Sunday School
Ira J. Zercher, Abilene, Kans.
Teaching Young Men
Sr. Katie Philippi, Hope, Kans.
The Sunday School as a Soul Winning Agency
Simon Cober, Kitchener, Ontario
General Discussion.
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Sunday School Board.
BIBLE CONFERENCE
at Church of Brethren in Christ, Dallas Center, Iowa
JULY 4, 1924
Bible and Sunday School Conference—ALL DAY
Evangelistic Service in the Evening

Morning Program
9:30—Devotional
Bro. Sam Good
9:45—Who is a Hypocrite?
Bro. Mannaugh
10:00—The effect on Children Where Family Worship is Observed
and Where Not Observed
Bro. Frank Cram
10:15—Why Should Christians be Dressed in Plain Attire?
Eld. S. W. Landis
10:30—Open Discussion
Sr. Susanna Landis
10:45—Does the Command of Tithing Come Under tfie Gospel
Dispensation?
Eld. H. W. Landis
11:00'—Is it. Necessary for All Christians to be Sanctified?
Eld. V. L. Stump
11:20—Should We, as a Church, Increase Our Missionary Activities?
Eld. W. C. Deemy
11:40—Open Discussion
Sr. Miller
Afternoon Program
SUNDAY SCHOOL
1:15—Social Service
Bro. A. K. Landis
1:30—Lesson Preparation; Its Relation to S. S. Efficiency. How
May it be Secured?
Bro. Max Mahler
1:45—Should Our Church Literature Be Used in S. S Bro. Gish
2:00—How Can We Increase Our S. S. Attendance?
Bro. Carl Davis
2:15—How May We Interest Children to Come to S. S. Whose
Parents are not Christians, and Do Not Encourage Their
Children to Come to S. S. ?
Bro. Marvil Davis
2:15—Open Discussion
Bro. Woolsey
2:30—Relation of S. S. to Church
Wherley Lutz

2:45—What Advantages are There in a Teacher's Meeting?
Sr. Mahler
3:00—The Value of Unity Among S. S. Workers
Bro. Miller
3:15—What are the Advantages of a Home Department and
Cradle Roll?
Sr. S. W. Landis
3:30—Should the Parents Depend on the S. S. for the Religious
Training of Their Children?
Sr. Royer
3:45—Open Discussion
Richard Lutz
Evening
Evangelistic Service.
Everybody come. Bring your lunch and spend the day with us.
CHICAGO MISSION
Greetings in Jesus' name to all the saints:
We greet you with Psalms 126:3. "The Lord has done great
things for us whereof we are glad." We are pleased to report that
the work of, this place is still moving on. We thank Him for the
wonderful provision He has made' in that we can be cleansed from
/all sin and enjoy a daily walk with Him.
Jesus said, "Say not ye, There are yet four months and then
cometh harvest." Lift up your eyes and look on the fields for
they are white—already to harvest." In our day it is surely nigh
the end of the great harvest. The time for the harvest of souls
is nearly past. The wheat fields are trodden down by the conflict of ungodly men; they are blown down by the winds of this
world's unbelief. The whitened harvest is being wasted, for the
hands are few who reap, but we thank God that He has called us
to thrust in the sickle to reap in this great harvest field where sin
abounds on every hand.
With appreciative hearts do we thank all the dear ones who
have been so kind toward us in behalf of all our needs. May God
richly bless each one. Pray for us and the work of the Lord in
this place.
>
Report for two months, ending May 15, 1924
Balance on hand $50.47; F. H. $1.00; In His name $2.00; In His
name $5.00 Mother Lyons, Chicago, $5.00; In His name $1.00; D.
H. Martin and friend $2.00; Fannie Davidson, Auburn, Ind., $2.00;
Ashland and Richland District, Ohio $5.65; Hebron S. S. Green,
Kansas, $17.00; Edgar Heise, Hamlin, Kans, $11.36; In His name
$15.00;, Y. P. $10.00; Offering Box $10.50; In His name $20.00; A.
Thomason $25.00; Bethel S. S., Detroit, Kans. $18.15 Total $201.13.
Expenditures
Provisions $79.10; Electric Lights $12.10; Gas $10.00; Incidentals $9.00. Balance $90.93.
Other donations by: Harry Kreider, Detroit, Kansas, 12 dozen
eggs; Elizabeth Gnagy, case of oranges; Sr. Bollinger, Morrison,
111. cream; Hoover, Brechbill, Hoover, Bert, Derick, Dayhoff, Allen,
Page, Hoover, Sheets, of Detroit, Kans., 30 dozen eggs.
SARAH H. BERT and Workers, 6039 Halsted St.
TESTIMONY
Dear readers:
Jesus has said, "He that believeth on me as the scripture has
said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water"' I thank
God I am saved; yes, saved by the grace of God, cleansed by the
precious blood of Jesus, kept by the power of God through our Lord
Jesus Christ. Glory to His name!
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As the above scripture was read this morning, these thoughts
came to my mind: to believe as the scripture has said, made me
breathe, Lord increase my faith and blot out all unbelief.
I truly believe in a crucified Saviour and a risen Lord; a living
Christ, not a dead Christ, Who is interceding a t the right hand of
the Father. Through Him alone we have victory, all glory to
His name.
Your sister in Christ, looking for His coming,
FRANCIS HISEY.
OVER

7,000,000 VOLUMES OF SCRIPTURE
IN 1923.

CIRCULATED

For the second time in the history of the American Bible
Society the issues- have exceeded seven million copies In one year.
The total, as reported by the Board of Managers at the 108th Annual Meeting on May 8, is 7,101,289 volumes, an increase of 2,538,222 over the 4,536,067 sent out the preceding year.
From the Bible House at Astor Place, New York, 3,856,100
volumes were issued, 934,361 having been sent out for use in foreign lands, 2,901,937 being issued for use in the United States, and
18,334 for use in the island possessions of the United States. The
total issued in foreign lands was 3,245,090 volumes.
The nine established Home Agencies of the Society, each and
all, report a decided increase in circulation. The Agency Secretary in his area districts the work under the supervision and direction of the Home Office in the Bible House. Each Secretary reports an ever-increasing demand for the Scriptures, always far in
excess of his ability to supply with the appropriation at hand.
The five state Bible Societies in active cooperation with the
American Bible Society—Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Maryland—distributed 300,000 volumes. Bibles and Portions in 42 languages were required to make the distribution in
Massachusetts. A band of student workers canvassed 24 towns
and cities inj Maine and supplied over 20,000 homes with copies of
the Scriptures.
Several auxiliary societies form a part of the Home Agencies
—the Pennsylvania Bible Society, the Virginia Bible Society, the
Cincinnati Young Men's Bible Society, the Chicago Bible Society,
and the California Bible Society. 123 smaller auxiliary Societies
have been busy in their respective communities, seeking out those
who were not supplied with the Bible and providing them when
desired.
In Mexico they are having the unusual experience of a
"waiting list", (ten to twenty all the time) of colporteurs ready to
serve the Society when sufficient funds are provided to supply the
Bible for distribution.
Mexican Christians in twenty-five states and the Federal District sent over 1000 Pesos ($1,000) as a Bible Sunday, gift for the
losses in the earthquake in Japan.
The President of Guatemala, in accepting a Bible presented by
the Caribbean Agency Secretary, said: "I highly appreciate the
gift you bring me and the work your evangelical missions and
churches are doing in our country. You are a powerful element
in moralizing and elevating our people."
The completion of the Quecha-Spanish diglot, which arrived
on the field during year, furnishes the Andean Indians for the
first time with the New Testament in any language other than
Spanish. What this means will be realized when it is recalled
that Quecha is the language spoken by all Indians except the
Aymaras (the only race allowed by the Incas to retain their own
language) in the central Andean region from Quito in Ecuador to
Bolivia and the borders of Argentine and Chile.
The outstanding event of the; year hr the Near East has been
the signing of the treaty of peace by Turkey and the Allied Powers
at Lausanne in Switzerland This has given Turkey a sense of
freedom she has not possessed for many years. The result for
Bible week in the new Turkish Republic is yet in the balance.
Among the refuges in Greece a considerable work has been
done, especially through the Near East Relief Orphanages to
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which approximately 17,000 New Testaments and Scripture portions were given for distribution among the orphans and other
people.
The whole world has sympathized with the sufferings of Japan. The first day of September, 1923, will never be forgotten Not
only were the offices of the Society in Tokyo totally destroyed,
but a< far more serious and overwhelming disaster was the entire
destruction, and in a moment, of the plant of the Fukuin Printing
Company at Yokohama and the death of Mr. Muraoka, the manager and son of the founder, and a very large number of his
employees. In this plant were kept the plates; of the versions of
the Scriptures in use in Japan, China, Siam and the Philippines.
The loss was not only financial, but involved a cessaton of work as
there were no resources for reproducing immediately the large
editions needed.
Strangely enough, in the midst of all this confusion, in spite
of these difficulties, the circulation in Japan for the year amounted
to 343,588 volumes, an increase of 100,000 over 1922.
In the Philippines, the Japan earthquake had perhaps its
most* terrific effect, as all the plates of all the Scriptures used in
the islands were totally destroyed.
As a result of this disaster, plans have been completed for
the printing of Bibles for the Philippines in Manila and work has
begun on the first order which is for 21,000 Bibles in seven Filipino
dialects.
Siam was more fortunate, as just before the earthquake a very
large shipment of Scriptures had left Yokohama for that country.
The problems in Siam therefore have been those of distribution
and they call for the highest heroism and patience.
The China Agency suffered with al lthe Far East in the
Yokohama earthquake, but not as seriously as its neighbors. Fortunately, many of the plates destroyed were of Scriptures no
longer in current use and for most of them duplicate shells were
held in Shanghai.
Writing of the unprecedented increases in Bible circulation
in China, more than a million copies in excess of last year, the
Secretary says: "China, in the midst of anarchy and distress, yet
pursues an orderly course for her hundreds of millions of people,
and in this sadly disordered year has turned with interest and enthusiasm to the Gospel message."
The full report of the work of the Society is one continued
message of appreciation and inspiration. As* one secretary writes:
"The increased demand for the whole Bible is a fact that ought
to encourage the various foreign mission boards, and in a fairly
good thermometer for registering the growth of the native churches and missionary work as a whole."
Issued by the American Bible Society, Bible House, Astor
Place, New York City. May 8, 1924.
IN HIS HAND
(John 10:28.)
Mrs. Jessie F. Moser
Tell me why, O Christian soldier,
Thou art lying in the dust,
With thy garments and thine armor
Rolled in mildew and in r u s t ;
Why this cold and clammy death dew
Of despair upon thy brow,
And thy heart congealed with terror;
Tell, oh, tell ,whait ails tihee now!
Have Gehenna's Stygian shadows
Settled round thee like a pall?
Do the tempter's fiery serpents
Hiss, and round and round thee crawl?
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Is the fallen angel waiting
Near at hand to crush and rend,
Like a beast of prey whose victim
Has no strength to flee or fend?
Fear thou not! no harm can touch thee,
By thy side is One in white,
Mightier than ten thousand demons:
He can put the foe to flight.
Leave thy hand in His, O Christian,
None can pluck from out His, hand;
All the hosts of hell are powerless
At His look and His command.
Then arise! arise! 0 soldier,
Shout for joy! Shake off thy dust!
Change thy galling coat of sackcloth
For the garb of praise and trust.
Gird thine armor on, and hasten,
Join tihy comrades in the fray;
Not a foe can stand before thee,
Only watch, and fight, and pray.

—Sel.

BY WAY OF REMEMBRANCE.
The preacher sought to find out acceptable words:
"It is a fearful thing to fall (unprepared) into the hands
of the living God." "Be not rash with thy mouth and let
not thine heart be hasty to utter any thing before God;
for God is in heaven and thou upon earth; therefore let
thy words be few." Ecc. 5:2. "Every idle word that men
shall speak, they shall give account thereof In the day
of judgment." "I said, I will take heed to my ways, that
I sin not with my tongue: I will keep my mouth with a
bridle, while the wicked is before me." Psa. 39:1.
Our constant prayer should be, Lord, give me a
strong bridle for my tongue and the fear of God in my
heart. "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, and before honor is humility." "The Law of the
Lord is perfect converting the soul," more stable than the
law of the Medes and Persians, which is amply testified
to in the Word and works of God, by whose almighty fiat
the worlds were framed and bounded into existence, a
marvel of perfection and splendor. God said, Let there
be light, and there was light. He did not propagate His
stupendous work in the dark. "Of old hast thou laid the
foundation of the earth and the heavens are the works of
thy hands." "The heavens declare the glory of God,
and the firmament showeth his handiwork." All that
our natural eye can behold or our finite mind comprehend
reflects the wisdom and glory of God, the great Firstcause of all things that exist in heaven and upon the
earth, visible and invisible, a marvel of perfection, moving
in harmony with the divine mind and subject unto His
righteous will.
"Oh, the depth of the riches, both of the wisdom and
knowledge ofi God! how unsearchable are his judgments,
and his ways past finding out." Rom. 11:33. "Keep thy
heart with all diligence, for out of it are the issues of
life." "Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth
speaketh." "The tongue can no man tame; it is an unruly evil, full of deadly poison. It defileth the whole
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body." When Jesus comes into the heart, the evil passion with the evil tongue is cast out. "Do not err, my beloved brethren." "Every good gift and every perfect
gift is from above." Do we look upward for our supplies of grace? The wells of salvation are with the Lord.
(Isa. 12:2-3.) "Wherefore receive with meekness the engrafted word which is able to save your souls." We
draw our earthly water up out of the well, (John 4:11)
but the living water comes from above. Keep your little
cups ready when the showers fall. "I will make them
and the places round about my hill a blessing, and I will
cause the shower to come down in his season; there shall
be showers of blessing." "I will take the cup of salvation and call upon the name of the Lord." "The wicked
shall be turned into hell and all the nations that forget
God." "The wicked is snared in the work of his own
hands." "Pride goeth before destruction, and a haughty
spirit before a fall." "Search me, 0 God, and know my
heart; try me and know my thoughts, and see if there be
any wicked way in me, and lead me in the way everlasting."
"Nay, but, 0 man, who art thou that repliest against
God ? shall the thing formed say to him that formed it,
why hast thou made me thus?" "Let us therefore cast
cff the works of darkness, and let us put on the armour
of light," that leadeth through the valley of humiliation.
"For it is written, As I live, saith the Lord, every knee
shall bow to me and every tongue shall confess to God."
"So then every one of us shall give account of himself to
God." "Let us therefore cast off the works of darkness
and let us put on the armour of light." "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but
rather reprove them." For it is a shame even to speak of
those things which are done of them in secret. "But all
things that are reproved are made manifest by the light:
for whatsoever doth make manifest is light." "Let us
therefore follow after the things which make for peace,
and things wherewith one may edify another. For by
thy words thou shalt be condemned." "To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne, even as
I also overcame and am set down with my father in his
throne." "All things are of God, who hath reconciled us
unto himself by Jesus Christ and hath given to us the
ministry of reconciliation."
"Wherefore, comfort one another with these words."
D. V. HEISE.
OBEDIENCE.
As I was meditating on this word obedience, my
thoughts were led out on different lines and I saw such
a wonderful beauty in Obedience. I then felt to write a
few lines for the Visitor. It may be a help, or do someone some good.
First, we think of Obedience to God; second, to them
that have rule over you in the household of God. It always
brings joy and happiness to the soul and smooth sailing
in the household of God.
And disobedience brings confusion, trouble, and con-
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demnation, and is the cause of losing out in the Spirit
and fellowship of God.
When Saul was little in his own sight, he could be
used to rule over Israel; but when he became disobedient
to God's command, he lost out in the Spirit of God and
got possessed with evil spirits. No doubt the sheep and
oxen and fatlings which he was to destroy, looked so
nice to him; just like things look to the tempted eye, that
will not destroy or reject the things that belong to the
world, and then loses out in the Spirit. Even the man of
God lost his life by a' lion through disobedience when the
Lord told him he should not eat bread and drink water on
his way (I King 8.) He said to the king, if you give me
the half of thine house I will not eat bread nor drink
water. But when the false prophet overtook him, and
told him he also was a prophet and persuaded him to
turn back, he disobeyed the Lord's command by eating
bread and drinking water.
It is very necessary that we watch and pray because
there are many false prophets in the world. They come
in a Christian form and bring in the things of the world,
or things that belong to the world, in such a nice sugarcoated way; and if we are not watchful, we will be drawn
away and forget what the Lord showed us in our first
anointing, and then eat bread and drink water where we
should not. To obey is better than sacrifice and to
hearken than the fat of rams.
We, the Brethren in Christ body, should be obedient
to the; rules and regulations which are founded on God's
Word. If we, or any other body of Christian people,
build on the foundation that our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ laid, then all members should be subject to the
body. There may be some things in the Conference Minutes of which some might say, "We have no direct word
for that." And, after all, it may be on the Bible line. Nevertheless, if we live up to our Conference Minutes, it will
not lead us astray.
Not long since at a council, the question of life insurance was brought up, whether it should be allowed or
not. Well, it was decided to hold to Conference Minutes
of 1877, Art. 3. Now then, we should not take up with
this, or any other thing that is contrary to the rules or
regulations of a body of Christian people.
In a family of unity you will see that the children are
obedient to the parents. Some times we may look at a
thing to be good according to our view, but if it is contrary to the rules of the family, or church, we should not
indulge in it for the sake of our brethren.
Oh, the beauty of obedience to God, and them under
whose authority we are. It brings power to the church,
and is a light to the world, and helps to bring conviction to
the sinner, when they see harmony in the House of God.
And that must be our aim, tol help those that are in the
Church and reach the outside people, and get them in the
ark.
First, "If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide
in my love; even as I have kept my Father's commandments, and abide in his love."
Second, in I Cor. 11:12, Paul says: "Now I praise you
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brethren that ye remember me in all things, and keep
the ordinances as I delivered them to you."
S. H. BERT, Detroit, Kans.
TITHES OF ALL I POSSESS
"Of all that thou shalt give me I will surely give the tenth
unto thee."—Gen. 28:22.
A lady sat in her quiet, beautiful room. In the early
morning she had read the words of the Pharisee, "I give
tithes of all I possess," and now, in thought, she was reviewing the busy day's work; but all through the crowded
hours the words had followed her persistently, and she
found herself continually repeating, "I give.tithes of all
I possess." Shopping in the crowded stores, poring over
the wealth of new books, choosing the exquisite roses
for her sick friend and the beautiful picture for her
young daughter, sitting in her sunny home with fingers
moving swiftly over beautiful fancywork, continually
the refrain ran on: "I give tithes of all I possess."
It annoyed her, as she had often been annoyed by a
strain of a foolish song caught up by the memory and reiterated mechanically.
"It was a miserable old Pharisee who said it," she
reflected, "and I don't know why I should be haunted by
it. Tithing one's money is much the easier way to keep
the peace between conscience and so many conflicting
claims. When I've laid aside my tenth I feel perfectly
comfortable over the rest of the dollar."
There was silence for a few minutes, and then a little laugh, with the thought: "The Pharisee seems to have
been perfectly comfortable about the rest of his dollar, or
shekel. I suppose the great trouble with him was feeling
too comfortable about his tithes—as if that ended thematter. I never felt so, I am sure. My tithe is a real
thank-offering, not a tax."
Again the needle sped on its way, but the face above
it grew every minute graver and more thoughtful, until
at last the hands lay idle in the lap, and the eyes were
lifted to gaze slowly about the beautiful room, taking in
its charm and harmony and comfort.
" 'Tithes of all I possess," said the mistress of the
home. "I never thought before how much that meant,
and what a very small part of my possessions the money
was. It would mean a tithe of my time, and my thought,
and my ingenuity, and my ability to make things go. I've
always said, 'I will give; but I will not be on committees,
and take responsibility, and get other people to work.'
I've paid my fees, but I would not take time to go to the
missionary meetings. I've subscribed for our missionary
paper, but never had any interest in reading it. I cannot
honestly say as much as the Pharisee did.
" ''All I possess'—that would mean love, human love,
which makes me blessed among women. I am sure I
never gave that. I never in my life gave any real love to
those women whose lives are empty of it. I haven't
taken time to love them. I have just let them be crushed
out of my thoughts. I don't know just what good my
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love could have done them; but it might have done me
"THE SUBSTANCE OF THINGS HOPED FOR.'
good, made me more grateful, more generous, more eager
It is a weakness of man that he can only realize f ully
to help, and that would have reached to them.
" 'All I possess' would mean opportunity and influ- that which he sees; and even then we are sometimes, slow
ence with others; it would mean the beauty and rest and to appreciate facts. A king of Siam, where ice was nevdelight of my home; but how could I tithe that except er known, once found it impossible to imagine such a
thing as water hardened and broken into pieces like stone;
with those who can be brought in to share it?
"If I had plenty of money I should love to help in nor did somebody's description cause his faith to take the
every other way, but I have no talent for personal giving. form of realization.
Yet that was the way Christ helped—'who loved us, and
There are two things promised in the word of God
gave Himself for us'—first the love, and then the giving which the average man may accept theoretically, but
of Himself.
does not realize till he enters their enjoyment. They are,
"Perhaps if I had the love, really, truly, in Christ's a clean heart, and heaven. Man wonders if there is a
measure, the giving would be easier. I might even have land of pure delight, where the toilers find rest, and
to give, for Paul says, 'The love of Christ constraineth where there is reunion with loved ones gone before. He
us.' Well, I'll never say again, T give tithes of all I pos- wonders, not because there is lack of teaching on the subsess.' "
ject by the Master who has gone to prepare a place for us,
She sighed and took up her needle, but it moved slow- but because of that strange lack of power in the soul to
ly now, and in place of the haunting words, a gentle, per- imagine what is beyond the realm of personal experisuasive voice seemed to whisper, "Freely ye have re- ence. If I can scarcely realize that on yesterday the
ceived, freely give." "Beloved, if God so loved us, we Caesars sat in Rome and held a rod over the world, when
ought also to love one another." "Wherefore, receive ye the very Pantheon, built by Agrippa, the minister of
one another, as Christ also received us." The tears be- Augustus, still stands intact, how much more difficult
gan to fall, and in the quiet, beautiful room David's must it be for me without supernatural endowment, to
prayer of thanksgiving ascended again, "Bless the Lord, realize that tomorrow the kingdoms of this world shall
become the kingdoms of our Lord, and he shall reign for0 my soul, and forget not all his benefits."—Selected.
ever. Yet one is no more true than the other, and on
WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR SOULS?
either side only a few years lie between us and the un(Continued from page 7.)
realized circumstances. "Prophecy is history written behe is already consecrated by the death of the Lord Jesus. forehand."
That the blood and oil have been placed on the ear, the
Lack of faith in the Godhead of Christ is often based
hand and the foot—(the ear) to listen for His commandupon
the human incapacity to appreciate that fifty short
ments, (the hand) to do His biddings, and the (foot) to
generations
ago there walked in the now well known and
run in His ways. What a position to occupy! Beloved
highly
historic
province of Judea a Man whose character
reader, I plead with you let not the betrothed one be unwas
without
fault
at the bar of the critics of the cenfaithful to her bridegroom. Neglect not your privilege
turies,
whose
works,
invariably gracious and unselfish,
and opportunity of "gathering;" but let your life be
were
above
the
explanation
of earthly laws; who, by the
evidence of work worthy of a glorious reward from the
testimony
of
the
five
hundred
witnesses, arose from, the
beloved Master. Time is short. The ambassadors shall
dead,
and
whose
anxious
prosecutors,
with all resources
soon be called home and their embassy be closed forever.
at
their
command,
never
pretended
to
produce his body
The time of rejoicing will soon be at hand. For "the shout
as
a
check
to
the
immortal
enthusiasm
occasioned by his
of the Lord, the voice of the arch angel and the trump of
resurrection.
It
is
the
record
of
delusions
that they perGod" will soon resound through the vaulted heavens anish.
A
palpable
error
was
never
known
to
survive many
nouncing the return of the long absent One, the "Bright
centuries;
but
the
cause
of
Jesus,
annoyed
by
hypocrites
and Morning Star."—Rev. 22:16.
and monstrosities sufficient to prove a millstone about the
Let us then be up and doing, for in that day how
neck of any ordinary system, is rising and spreading and
many of us will wish we had been more true and real in
shining to the ends of the earth.
our testimony and service down here: And those things
It is well that our capacity to imagine is not the basis
we have neglected and foolishly ignored in the day of our
pilgrimage how much more precious than gold will they of faith; for normal development at this point is exceedappear in the light of that judgment seat. Shall we not ingly rare. While there are a few abnormals who can
seek to be now what we shall wish we had been then; imagine themselves governors or prophets, perhaps the
do now what we shall wish we had done then? Finally, majority have not imaginative power to adequately enjoy
dear reader, I would earnestly entreat you to consider the daily bread and shelter and friends with which they
this great question in' the Divine presence. I deeply feel are enriched. It would be a great misfortune for imagination to be the; Scriptural condition to sanctificatlon,
its importance. May you.—Tract.
though we must observe that many at our altars seek it
The jeweler who would repair a watch by polishing that way, trying to realize that their hearts are pure, bethe case, and the preacher who substitutes education for fore they have faith to appropriate the cleansing blood.
We do not doubt that a wholesome power to imagine the
faith, are engaged in a similar work.—Selected.
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experience of Christian, holiness while in an unsanctified
state would greatly enrich one's motive as a seeker, but
such imaginations, which amount to Bible conviction,
must come largely by the grace of God.
NOT KNOWING
I know not what may befall me,
God hangs a mist o'er my eyes,
And) at every step in my onward path,
He makes new scenes to rise,
And every joy He sends: me, comes
As a sweet and glad surprise.
I see not a step before me,
As I tread the days of the year,
But the past is still in God's keeping,
The future His mercy will clear,
And what looks dark in the distance,
May brighten as I draw near.
For perhaps the dreaded future
Has less bitterness than I think;
The Lord may sweeten the waters
Before I stoop to drink,
Or, if Marah, must be Marah,
We will stand beside its brink.
It may be there is waiting
For the coming of my feet,
Some gift of such rare blessedness,
Some joy so strangely sweet,
That my lips can only tremble,
With the thanks they cannot speak.
O, restful, blissful ignorance:
'Tis better not to know,
It keeps me quiet in those arms
Which will not let me go,
And hushes my soul to rest,
On the bosom that loves me so.
So I go on not knowing,
I would not if I might;
I would rather walk in the dark with God.
Than go alone in the light;
I would rather walk with Him by faith.,
Than walk alone by sight.
My heart shrinks : back from trials
Which the future may disclose,
Yet I never had a sorrow,
But which the dear Lord chose;
So I send back the coming tears,
With the whispered word "He knows."
—Selected by Pearl Swalm, Grantham, Pa.
The Faith that saves leads the faithful soul on to complete
soul recovery or to Full Salvation. The following poem states
the experience of a mutitude of souls.
I am sure
And my
For I had
And the

I was converted,
sins were washed away,
my Savior's presence
witness day by day.

But my spirit still was tainted
With a stubborn, strange disease,
Making me at times more willing
Self instead of Christ to please.
I advised with many doctors,
Seeking for a perfect cure,
(Continued on page 16.)
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A MIGHTY JUBILEE AMONG THE DEMONS.
The final figures given out from Washington, showing the number of lives lost during the world war are indeed shocking.
These statistics show that 50,000,000 souls were
hurled into eternity during the ghastly struggle. The sad
feature of this slaughter is that the slain were murdered
while: in the horrid act of becoming murderers.
Then when we further see how God was offended
with the bloody fray and permitted the mighty scourge of
influenza (that came as the aftermath of war) to spread
rapidly over the nations that had been fighting; and that
this gluttonous wolverine, gorged itself with more than
50,000,000 additional victims, we stand bewildered and
dazed at the sickening sight.
The scriptures say, "God is angry with the wicked
every day." Psalms 7:11.
"Therefore hell hath enlarged herself, and opened her
mouth without measure: and their glory, and their multitude, and their pomp, and he that rejoiceth shall descend into it." "For the indignation of the Lord is upon
all nations, and His fury upon all their armies: he hath
utterly destroyed them, he hath delivered them to the
slaughter. Their slain also shall come up out of their carcasses, and the mountains shall be melted with their
blood." Isa. 5:14; 34:2-3.
"All of them slain, fallen by the sword, which caused terror in the land of the living. Which are gone down
to hell with their weapons of war: and they have laid
their swords under their heads, but their iniquities shall
be upon their bones, though they were the terror of the
mighty in the land of the living." Ezek. 32:23 and 27.
The dying were attempting to avenge themselves on
their enemies, instead of allowing God to do so for them;
thus violating a plain command of the Bible. Rom.
12:19-21.
If only they had died, as did the early disciples of
the Lord, without resisting evil; or as the hundreds of
martyrs in the dark ages, for their faith in God; and
prayed for their enemies as did Stephen when he was
being stoned to death; "Lord lay not this sin to their
charge." Acts 7:60; they might have had a glorious resurrection and received a martyr's crown and a martyr's
reward. But, alas! they became intoxicated with the desire for worldly honors, commonly known as patriotism,
love of one's country, of his flag, etc. Of course we all
know that these honors are legitimate and praiseworthy
when kept in their proper places. But to give them first
place in our lives, will invariably bring great havoc, not
only to other nations, but to ourselves as well. This fact
is easily seen in the present chaotic conditions of affairs
all over the world.
The nations are staggering and reeling under tremendous war debts, that they are unable to pay. Let us
look for a moment at the amount our own beloved country
had to pay, for their privilege of getting into the fight.
According to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
all our public utilities cost $15,000,000,000, and the 250,000 miles of American railroads cost $20,000,000,000
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more, making a total of $35,000,000,000, and yet they tell
us these figures are $5,000,000,000 less than the United
States blew up as our share in the foreign struggle.
Another blessing (?) that the war brought to us is
the opportunity to loan billions of our money to the
countries, more needy than ourselves. Now since these
nations have received our bountiful loans, they tell us in
a pitiful way of their great poverty, and beg us please to
cancel all war loans, and no longer hold them responsible
for payment.
Nor is this financial havoc the worst part of all this
madness and folly. We, as well as the other nations are
mourning over the death of the millions of young men
and others who were forced prematurely into eternity,
with human blood dripping from their hands. All this
tragedy came about, because the several countries were
ignoring the "Golden Rule" as taught by the Lord, and
were "teaching for doctrines the Commandments of Men."
The poor soldier boys from all lands were taught to fight
for their countries and their flags, even unto death. That
giving their lives while fighting for their countries, would
entitle them to a passport into heaven.
Many of our churches became recruiting stations,
and had rolls of honor upon which to place ,the names of
the young men, who, by faithful military drilling, had become experts in the art of wholesale killing.
The Methodist Review quotes Rev. Birney as follows: "The soldier boys, though cursing blithely, yet
manifested so much of the spirit of Christ that he felt
unworthy to serve them as a minister of the gospel." At
the last General Conference, this same minister was made
bishop, just after he had published the above statement,
along with others that were just as shocking.
Jesus spoke in His day of this class of people, as
follows: "Full well ye reject, the commandment of God,
that ye may keep your own tradition."
The commandment of God is: "Thou shalt not kill."
Rom. 13:9.
"Thou shalt do no murder." Matt. 19:18.
"See that none render evil for evil unto any man;
but ever follow that which is good, both among yourselves, and to all men." I Thess. 5:15.
"Follow peace with all men, * * * without which no
man shall see the Lord." Heb. 12:14.
Most anyone ought to know, that when one soldier is
beating the brains out of another with his gun; or stabbing him to death with a bayonet; or smothering the life
out of him with poison gas; that his acts are all out of
harmony with the above scriptures. Yet, ministers of the
gospel, as well as professing Christians, point with pride
to these men slayers, and hold them up as performing
deeds worthy of our emulation.
The horrid fact that myriads who were being massacred during this mudane feud, were doing their utmost
to strike the death blow and cause the same bloody fate
to come upon the multiplied thousands who were pitted
against them; has so stupefied the moral sensibilities of
the entire world, that the masses are unable to discerne
between right and wrong. "The prophet of the Lord says:
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"Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that
put darkness for light, and light for darkness", etc"Therefore Hell from beneath is moved for thee to meet
thee at thy coming," etc. Isa. 5:20; 14:9.
Then again we are made to wonder at the severe
treatment administered by our government to the conscientious objectors. Congress passed stringent espionage laws, making it a heinous crime to oppose war, or to
tell anyone that it was wrong to use their powers m helping to promote it.
Several hundred good men were locked in the different federal prisons over the country. Many of these men
were under sentences of from five to twenty years, for no
other reason than that they opposed war, and relused to
assist im this barbarous combat. Their names were also
published by the press, as slackers, unpatriotic, pro-German, Bolshevists, etc.
Let' all the living who may have used their money or
their influence in helping to promote this ruthless destruction of life and property; humble themselves before
the Lord and make full confession of their guilt. "If God
peradventure will give them repentance to the acknowledging of the truth: and that they may recover themselves out of the snare of the devil, who are taken captive
by him at his will." II Tim. 2:25-26.
Repent ye therefore, and be converted that your sins
may be blotted out, when the times of refreshing shall
come from, the presence of the Lord." Acts 3:19.
All individuals or nations who really do this, will
have no further use for guns nor other pernicious weapons.
Then we can really say as they did at the birth of
Jesus; 'Teace on earth good will toward men."
O. O. JOLLEY in Repairer.
CONFIDENCE
(Continued from page 6.)
I want the first approach to feel
Of pride, or fond desire,—
To catch the wand'ring of my will,
And quench the kindling fire.
"From thee that I no more may part,
No more thy goodness grieve,
The filial awe, the fleshly heart,
The tender conscience, give.
Quick as the apple of an eye,
O God, my conscience make:
Awake my soul when sin is nigh,
And keep it still awake.
"If to the right or left I stray,
That moment, Lord, reprove;
And let me weep my life away
For having grieved thy love.
O may the least omission pain
My well-instructed soul;
And drive me to the blood again
Which makes the wounded wholeI"
—Selected, Pentecostal Herald.
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MEMORIAL SERVICE.

Memorial services were held a t the Methodist church in Morrison, Sunday, May 18, for Mrs. Roy H. Mann. Bishop C. N.
Hostetter and Bishop H. L. Trump had charge of the service.
MRS. OTTO MILLER.
THE FAITH THAT SAVES
(Continued from page 14.)
But their notions all were diff'rent,
And they failed to make me pure.
Doctor Ignorance informed me
That conversion cured all,
Purifying all the nature
Which was ruined by the fall.
But I knew he was mistaken,
For my Bible taught me so,
And my "up and down" experience
Told me that he did not know,
Doctor Works and Doctor Water,
Doctor Growth and Doctor Fire,
All were free with their opinions,
But to help me failed entire.
Then I heard of Doctor Culture,
Who could polish the outside,
But he could not reach the evil,
And a cure for sin, provide,
Nor could Doctor Imputation
Understand my case at all,
Nor could Doctor Sin Repression,
So I ceased on them to call.
Many said that I must suffer,
With my painful soul disease,
Until Doctor Death would free me,
Only he could give release,
But I knew they were mistaken,
And I freely told them so,
Else redemption was a failure,
And my Saviour's promise, too.
All these doctors had their plasters,
Which they wanted me t o try,
But they never wrought a cure,
So I bade them all good-by.
Then I yielded all t o Jesus,
Unto! self and sin I died,
And reposing on His promise,
I by faith was sanctified.
Now I know the Great Physician
Can effect the Double Cure,
And the heart of each believer
Make and keep completely pure.
Christians, won't you seek this blessing,
Waiting for you from above?
It is Pentecostal power,
It is Jesus' perfect love.
—Selected.

ing God, to trust in Him, to continue to cleave to Him believingly and dependingly, this is faith indeed. -James
Barry.
The man who drifts with the tide of the world will
never land in heaven.—D. D. M.
MORE SCHOOLS HEARD FROM
Is the name of your school here?
Name and address of School
Number of Subscriptions
Wainfleet S. S. Canada
14
Markham S. S., Canada
17
Kindersley S. S., Canada
9
Mooretown S. S., Mich
16
Belle Springs S. S., Kans
8
Fairview S. S., Ohio
18
Total ;

84

We are glad, to report the response of five schools in
the special effort of sending the "Visitor" to New Homes
for this coming year. How we would rejoice to have all
the churches and schools cooperate with us at this time.
The following cards will be furnished to schools to send
to those whose names are sent in as subscribers. Your
Superintendent will receive these. See that they are
mailed out promptly.
, 1924
Dear Friend:
Your name has been selected among a number of others who
are to receive the Evangelical Visitor as a gift from the
Sunday School for one year. Our School
is making an effort to increase the interest of the community in the
salvation of our neighbors and friends and the deepening of the
spiritual life of all. Our Sunday School meets every Sunday at
M. Preaching services a t
M.
We extend you a hearty invitation to attend any or all of these
services.
Sincerely yours,

Supt
P. S. Our prayer-meeting is held every

S. S.
evening.

Who will heed the call? Who will respond now? Who
is there whose heart the Lord has touched? Who will
stir this in your own school and make the effort now.
Remember the "Visitor" will be sent one (1) year to
new homes in clubs of ten or more for $1.00 per year.
This is a special club offer only. The regular price is
$1.50 per year and we lose money on every subscription
at $1.00, but have faith that the Lord will help us make
It is no wonder to see and hear a person speak and up the deficit through other sources. This effort is purely
act for God, while the continual smiles of God's face shine for the salvation of souls and the helping of every Church
like the sun upon him. But for a soul to rest on God in and Sunday School. If you fail to accept the opportunity,
the darkest night of affliction, when the methods of the loss will be yours and the souls, who may have been
providence, like a spring tide, seem to overturn all the benefitted by the printed page.
ground of hopes and expectations, and when nothing apIn His name,
pears in the face of providence but what seems to the
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eye of sense and carnal reason to be a plain indication of
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the hatred and wrath of God; then to believe in a f rown-

